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Pharma stocks bleed; all eyes on progress of monsoons..
On Friday, the market gained strength in last hour of trade amid consolidation and snapped
two-day losing streak, led by recovery in most beaten down stocks like banks, autos.
Metals and oil marketing companies also led support to the market but the correction in
Reliance Industries and healthcare stocks capped gains. Equity benchmarks opened lower
and remained rangebound till recovery in later part of the session.
The 30-share BSE Sensex recovered more than 200 points from day's low to end up 87.53
points at 32,325.41 while the 50-share NSE Nifty closed near its record high, up 52.75
points at 10,066.40 despite weak market breadth and sluggish global cues. About 1,388
shares declined against 1,204 advancing shares on the BSE.
We feel the holding of 10,000-mark by Nifty could be on hopes of better September quarter
earnings, especially after stable June quarter numbers (which were expected to be weak).
Positive monsoon forecast is also expected to support the growth, they said.
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Meanwhile, the Indian Meteorological Department said that the actual cumulative area
weighted rainfall for the country as a whole till August 2, equaled normal rainfall and
monsoon activity would pick up in next 3-4 days.
For the week, the Sensex was up 0.04 percent and the Nifty gained 0.5 percent. However,
among these developments, around 25 stocks added to investors’ gains by clocking a fresh
all-time high mark.
Key developments
IPOs in action
India's Mahindra Logistics Ltd, a unit of automobile major Mahindra and Mahindra Ltd, has
filed for an initial public offering of shares.
The promoter, Mahindra and Mahindra Ltd, will be selling 9.7 million shares while Normandy
Holdings Limited will sell 9.3 million shares as part of IPO, according to a filing with market
regulator Securities and Exchange Board of India.
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Kotak Mahindra Capital Company Limited and Axis Capital Limited are the book-running
managers to the IPO.
India's IPO market has been on a roll with money raised through IPOs surging 116.3
percent to $2.6 billion in the first half of 2017, data released last month showed.
Foreign exchange reserves surge..
The country's foreign exchange reserves surged by USD 1.536 billion to touch a fresh lifetime high of USD 392.867 billion during the week to July 28, helped by rise in foreign
currency assets (FCAs), the RBI data showed In the previous week, the reserves had
increased by USD 2.27 billion to USD 391.33 billion.
FCAs, a major component of the overall reserves, rose by USD 1.609 billion to USD 368.759
billion, the data showed. Expressed in US dollar terms, FCAs include effect of appreciation or
depreciation of non-US currencies such as the euro, the pound and the yen held in the
reserves. Gold reserves remained unchanged at USD 20.35 billion. The special drawing
rights with the International Monetary Fund (IMF) went up by USD 3.9 million to USD 1.495
billion. The country's reserve position with the IMF declined by USD 77.2 million to USD
2.263 billion, the apex bank said.
RBI cuts repo rate by 25 bps…
The Reserve Bank of India (RBI) in the monetary and credit policy review earlier this week
slashed the repo rate by 25 basis points from 6.25 percent to 6 percent with immediate
effect.
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Consequently, the reverse repo rate under the LAF stands adjusted to 5.75 percent and the
marginal standing facility (MSF) rate and the Bank Rate to 6.25 percent.
4 MPC members were in favour of a 25bps rate cut, one member sought a 50bps cut in
policy rate and one member sought no change in policy rates.
The RBI has however maintained their neutral stance given the likely upward movement of
inflation from the current levels during the second half of the year. The RBI remains focused
on its commitment to keeping headline inflation close to 4 percent on a durable basis.
However, the central banker has also highlighted the fact that slowdown in growth and
manufacturing activity is an issue of concern to it.
In terms of inflation, while the trajectory of CPI inflation has been lower than projected, RBI
points out to the fact that there are several factors contributing to the uncertainty around
the baseline inflation trajectory. Factors such as farm loan waivers by states as well as the
implementation of the state of the pay commission could have a bearing on the inflation
trajectory for the second half of the year.
RBI projections now incorporate the first round impact of the implementation of the HRA
(House Rent Allowance) award by the Centre under the 7th Pay Commission.
While RBI believes that banks have been able to transmit lower policy rates to new loans
under the MCLR regime (marginal cost lending rate), the rate transmission for the existing
loans has been slow especially under the base rate regime.
The transmission of lending rates under the MCLR regime has been faster than the base
rate. RBI is looking into this matter and setting up a committee to do so.
Banks have been facing pressure on Net Interest Margins (NIMs) despite fall in the cost of
funds on account of the muted trends in credit growth and the fact that incrementally banks
are focusing mainly on lending to better-rated corporates.
The excess liquidity in the system is also adding to pressure on NIMs and the recent cut in
savings bank rate by SBI is an outcome of the same.
Ajcon’s view
At current levels, Indian markets are trading (P/E of 22x) at a premium of 25 percent above
long-period averages and 19 percent premium to January 2008 levels. The index has rallied
over 50 percent from its peak seen back in 2008. We believe Q1 quarterly earnings so far
has been a mixed bag and growth in Q1FY18 may not be as per expectations.
Nifty has been on a upmove since beginning of this year. There is strong positive sentiment
among investors due to ample liquidity, with stable inflow from both domestic and foreign
institutions. Institutional buying is expected to continue, as domestic mutual funds still get
impressive flow. In addition, the India Meteorological Department (IMD) in its weather
report said that so far the south-west monsoons for the country as a whole have been 5%
above the long-period average (LPA) which would augur well for fertilser and auto sector.
We expect a recovery in corporate earnings to be the key headwind in the medium to long
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term. Although the markets have scaled new heights in the past two years, growth in
earnings per share (EPS) has been flattish and expect earnings to improve in H2FY18. We
believe at current levels it is risky to enter expensive midcaps and smallcaps and rather
advise profit booking. A sharp correction in the market is not ruled at this junction which we
believe will be healthy for markets. We recommend investors to be stock specific and
consider companies with good earnings visibility at a decent valuation.
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Disclaimer
Disclaimer
Ajcon Global Services Ltd. is a fully integrated investment banking, merchant banking, corporate
advisory, stock broking, commodity and currency broking. Ajcon Global Services Ltd. research
analysts responsible for the preparation of the research report may interact with trading desk
personnel, sales personnel and other parties for gathering, applying and interpreting information.
Ajcon Global Services Ltd. is a SEBI registered Research Analyst entity bearing registration Number
INH000001170 under SEBI (Research Analysts) Regulations, 2014.
Individuals employed as research analyst by Ajcon Global Services Ltd. or their associates are not
allowed to deal or trade in securities that the research analyst recommends within thirty days before
and five days after the publication of a research report as prescribed under SEBI Research Analyst
Regulations.
Subject to the restrictions mentioned in above paragraph, we and our affliates, officers, directors,
employees and their relative may: (a) from time to time, have long or short positions acting as a
principal in, and buy or sell the securities or derivatives thereof, of Company mentioned herein or (b)
be engaged in any other transaction involving such securities and earn brokerage.
Ajcon Global Services Ltd. or its associates may have commercial transactions with the Company
mentioned in the research report with respect to advisory services.
The information and opinions in this report have been prepared by Ajcon Global Services Ltd. and are
subject to change without any notice. The report and information contained herein is strictly
confidential and meant solely for the selected recipient and may not be altered in any way,
transmitted to, copied or distributed, in part or in whole, to any other person or to the media or
reproduced in any form, without prior written consent of Ajcon Global Services Ltd. While we would
endeavour to update the information herein on a reasonable basis, Ajcon Global Services Ltd. is under
no obligation to update or keep the information current. Also, there may be regulatory, compliance or
other reasons that may prevent Ajcon Global Services Ltd. from doing so. This report is based on
information obtained from public sources and sources believed to be reliable, but no independent
verification has been made nor is its accuracy or completeness guaranteed. This report and
information herein is solely for informational purpose and shall not be used or considered as an offer
document or solicitation of offer to buy or sell or subscribe for securities or other financial instruments.
Though disseminated to all the customers simultaneously, not all customers may receive this report at
the same time. Ajcon Global Services Ltd. will not treat recipients as customers by virtue of their
receiving this report. Nothing in this report constitutes investment, legal, accounting and tax advice or
a representation that any investment or strategy is suitable or appropriate to your specific
circumstances. The securities discussed and opinions expressed in this report may not be suitable for
all investors, who must make their own investment decisions, based on their own investment
objectives, financial positions and needs of specific recipient. This may not be taken in substitution for
the exercise of independent judgment by any recipient. The recipient should independently evaluate
the investment risks. The value and return on investment may vary because of changes in interest
rates, foreign exchange rates or any other reason. Ajcon Global Services Ltd. accepts no liabilities
whatsoever for any loss or damage of any kind arising out of the use of this report. Past performance
is not necessarily a guide to future performance. Investors are advised to see Risk Disclosure
Document to understand the risks associated before investing in the securities markets. Actual results
may differ materially from those set forth in projections. Forward-looking statements are not
predictions and may be subject to change without notice. Ajcon Global Services Ltd. or its associates
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might have managed or co-managed public offering of securities for the subject company or might
have been mandated by the subject company for any other assignment in the past twelve months.
Ajcon Global Services Ltd. encourages independence in research report preparation and strives to
minimize conflict in preparation of research report. Ajcon Global Services Ltd. or its analysts did not
receive any compensation or other benefits from the companies mentioned in the report or third party
in connection with preparation of the research report. Accordingly, neither Ajcon Global Services Ltd.
nor Research Analysts have any material conflict of interest at the time of publication of this report.
It is confirmed that CA Ashok Ajmera or any other Research Analysts of this report has not received
any compensation from the company mentioned in the report in the preceding twelve months.
Compensation of our Research Analysts is not based on any specific merchant banking, investment
banking or brokerage service transactions.
Ajcon Global Services Ltd. or its subsidiaries collectively or Directors including their relatives, Research
Analysts, do not own 1% or more of the equity securities of the Company mentioned in the report as
of the last day of the month preceding the publication of the research report.
It is confirmed that CA Ashok Ajmera research analyst or any other Research Analysts of Ajcon Global
do not serve as an officer, director or employee of the companies mentioned in the report.
Ajcon Global Services Ltd. may have issued other reports that are inconsistent with and reach
different conclusion from the information presented in this report.
Neither the Research Analysts nor Ajcon Global Services Ltd. have been engaged in market making
activity for the companies mentioned in the report.
We submit that no material disciplinary action has been taken on Ajcon Global Services Ltd. by any
Regulatory Authority impacting Equity Research Analysis activities.
Analyst Certification
I, CA Ashok Ajmera, research analyst, author and the names subscribed to this report, hereby certify
that all of the views expressed in this research report accurately reflect our views about the subject
securities. I also certify that no part of compensation was, is, or will be directly or indirectly related to
the specific recommendation(s) or view (s) in this report.
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